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PART 1 
 

PREFACE
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Transformation: Poetry’s Resurrection of the Human Experience 

I. Transforming Walt Whitman 

O Captain! My captain! Our fearful trip is done; 

The ship has weather’d every rack, the prize we sought is won; 

The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all exulting, 

While follow eyes the steady kneel, the vessel grim and daring: 

But O heart! heart! heart! 

O the bleeding drops of red, 

Where on the deck my Captain lies, 

Fallen cold and dead (239).   

 

These are the first lines of poetry I ever spoke. I memorized "O Captain! 

My Captain" for my sixth grade English class and Whitman successfully planted 

his lines in my ear. I liked the rhythm in the poem, the repetition, the way the 

lines sounded as if the poet was indeed on a ship, moving with the motion of the 

boat, reciting an elegy for his lost captain, and even at a young age I recognized 

the power of those words. The vivid imagery of the “bleeding drops of red” and 

the lips that were “pale and still” disturbed me, yet the poem made death 

beautiful, as did the imaginative way that Whitman dealt with metaphor. He 

transformed the death of Abraham Lincoln into a gently rocking tribute for a lost 
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father. Soon after reading and memorizing “Oh Captain! My Captain,” I was 

scrawling lines and trying to translate my words into verse.  

I continued my discovery of Whitman at Allegheny College when I took an 

American Literature class, and I credit my close analysis of many of Whitman's 

poems ("Scented Herbage of My Breast," "This Compost," "The Sleepers," and 

"Song of Myself") for informing my early sensibilities about the kind of poetry I 

wanted to write. The impulse to write poems grounded in the texture of the 

everyday informs the poetry that makes up this collection. Whitman's lists are 

physical and wild, full of layers, and, for lack of a better word, stuff. The fullness 

of his poems draws me in, never loosing that freshness or energy that Whitman 

harnesses so well. His long, rolling catalogs are carefully crafted and precise, 

grounded in the concrete matter of the world. In the second section of “I Sing the 

Body Electric” Whitman begins a meditation on the human form:  

 

The love of the body of man or woman balks account, the body itself  

balks account, 

that the male is perfect, and that the female is perfect (71). 

  

He then makes a list of all the ways this perfect form appears in the world. This 

list contains babies, the folds in women’s dresses, naked swimmers in the bath, 

rowers, housekeepers, and wrestlers, just to name a few. The poetic beauty 

Whitman sees in the physical form is everywhere and in everyone. By locating 
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the poetic in the ordinary, Whitman creates a texture that is particularly 

American, democratic in its inclusiveness. Whitman’s lists and metaphors are 

constructed out of ordinary experience and not elevated to the point of alienation. 

His poetic texture captures a physicality that is found in the coal miner’s pick, the 

railroad worker’s sledge hammer, and the rower’s boat.  

“I Sing the Body Electric” is a celebration of that physicality. Whitman 

speaks for himself, but his “self” is comprised of so many different elements that 

even when he speaks alone, he is speaking for a larger group. For instance, in 

the opening of “I Sing the Body Electric” Whitman proclaims: 

  I sing the body electric, 

  The armies of those I love engirth me and I engirth them, 

  They will not let me off till I go with them, respond to them 

  And I discorrupt them, and charge them full with the charge of the 

   soul (71). 

 

Whitman speaks for the people who make up his poetry. He does not simply use 

these men, women, and children in his elaborate lists for the sake of fresh and 

imaginative imagery; he also feels a genuine affection for them.  

Finally, Whitman’s organic sensibilities, like his constant references to 

roots, dirt, and earth, had me hooked. Even before my introduction to poetry, I 

nurtured a physical and spiritual relationship with the natural world. Whitman 

heavily influenced my consideration of what lay beneath my feet, and his 
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fascination with compost and its constant state of renewal intrigued me. Whitman 

introduced me to the idea that compost not only contains decaying plant matter 

but also decaying flesh, and that flesh feeds the living. I realized death is not the 

absolute end; if anything, death is the beginning of another cycle. Roots, shoots, 

and poems continuously spring from Whitman’s breast, and I wanted to emulate 

that raw, transformative energy in my poetry.  

Whitman also combines elements of the strange with natural objects. For 

instance, in "Song of Myself," Whitman’s comment on grass ("And now it seems 

to me the beautiful uncut hair of graves") speaks to his sensibility to transform 

and renew the world through imagination (28). At the same time there is an eerie 

quality to his approach. Grass becomes the remnants, the dead fingers, of 

“young men.” But their corpses feed the earth and nurture new life, new blades of 

grass, so the process of renewal begins. At the close of the section Whitman 

confirms this rejuvenation: “All goes onward and outward, nothing collapses, 

/And to die is different from what any one supposed, and/luckier” (29). Again we 

see here the repetitive quality of the cycles, but there is also a moment of 

surprise and slight disconcertion as the reader contemplates why death is not 

something to be feared. This moment in “Song of Myself” aroused my interest in 

elegy and how poetry chooses to deal with death, and I became attracted to the 

idea of the dead feeding the living. Obviously the cycle of death engendering life 

was not a new concept to me, but I never, before my reading of Whitman, 

thought about it as material for poetry.  
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Unfortunately, as is sometimes the case with poets that we embrace so 

energetically, I grew tired of Whitman. I began to feel that his need to assert his 

identity in his poems, the "I" that was often present, became arrogant, and I 

wondered if his poems were just lists. In short I began to question my mentor. I 

was not aware that this was part of the creative process. For a period of time I 

stopped reading Whitman all together, and focused my energy on other poets. I 

still respected his place in American poetry, but I felt it was time to expand my 

scope. When I began to read a wider range of poets, I discovered a variety of 

voices, subjects, and styles. This variety slowly worked its way into my poetry, 

excavating fresh language from Whitman’s well cultivated lines.   

 

II. Memory and Nonfiction 

The transformative element of memory always intrigued me. When I write 

a poem drawn from memory, I confront the question of whether or not my 

recollection is authentic. Memory proves elusive because memory is only our 

perception projected, and poetry is tangible memory, because of our strong 

desire to speak it. We speak the words, feel them fly out of our mouths, taste 

them on our tongues. Pleasure makes poetry powerful in relation to memory 

because the spoken word resonates, echoing through our mouths into our minds. 

My newest influence, Annie Dillard, infuses this pleasure into the language of her 

nonfiction piece, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek.  
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Dillard's Pilgrim at Tinker Creek is poetic prose, and Dillard deals with the 

natural world in a poetic manner, with her eyes and her mind. She is the constant 

observer, infusing the natural world with vivid language and making it her own. 

One of my favorite passages from Pilgrim at Tinker Creek appears near the 

middle of the book:  

 

Self-consciousness is the curse of city and all that sophistication implies. It 

is the glimpse of oneself i n the storefront window, the unbidden 

awareness of reactions on the faces of the other people—the novelist’s 

world, not the poet's (83).   

 

Dillard displays a fine attention to specific detail in this passage, and her level of 

observation is acute and scientific. The language that she chooses to depict the 

world she observes is crisp, precise in its claims. Her ability to place abstract 

ideas, like self-consciousness, in physical space encourages the reader to think 

carefully about the commentary Dillard is making, as opposed to just 

concentrating on the literal beauty of the scene. These close observations fill the 

pages of Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, and they often lead to self-reflection. This 

passage is full of literal and figurative reflection with the “glimpse of oneself in the 

storefront window,” and then the implied reflection about what it means to live in 

the city. Dillard also makes commentary on the nature of simplicity and what it 

means for poets. She links self-consciousness, sophistication, and the city and 
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suggests the poet’s world is simpler, less chaotic. The city is full of people who 

watch and who want to be watched. By their sheer awareness, city dwellers 

project themselves onto other people, but poets shy away from that attention. It is 

difficult in the city to pay attention to minute physical detail, because of the sheer 

number of people and possible distractions in a metropolitan environment. 

However, when Dillard goes out to Tinker Creek her attention is not hampered by 

self-consciousness or other people, and therefore she can focus on all of the 

details that make Pilgrim at Tinker Creek such a successful piece of writing. 

Dillard thus identifies with the poet’s need for quiet solitude and embraces a 

poet’s need for simplicity.  

The purity of attention that Dillard argues for in the poet’s world is evident 

in precise, scientific observations. However, similar observations can be hindered 

by vanity and sophistication, by too much self-awareness. Our very self-

consciousness can prevent us from observing the world. The transformation that 

comes from observing, engaging with the outside world can be hampered by our 

own introspective nature. For instance, Dillard remarks that “…our very self-

consciousness—is also the one thing that divides us from our fellow creatures” 

(81). This division is exactly what a poet must work against, and it is what Dillard 

works against in her prose. Dillard does not separate herself from the creatures 

that inhabit Tinker Creek; in fact she does the exact opposite. Through her 

writing, she carefully combines her readings and her experiences with the 

mammals, insects, and birds that she observes in the woods. While Dillard 
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understands that there is a separation between the observer and the observed, 

she does not dwell on it, rather she chooses to focus on the fusion of her world 

and the world of Tinker Creek. This rejection of overt self-consciousness, of 

vanity, is the poet’s world that Dillard describes in the previous passage. Dillard 

chooses to immerse herself in the exterior and embraces the simplicity that 

comes with that choice.  

 

III. Elizabeth Bishop, May Swenson, and Mary Oliver 

Walt Whitman pulled me into poetry, but Elizabeth Bishop gave me reason 

to stay. Bishop’s subjects become an extension of her self, making for an 

intriguing blend of the physical and the abstract. This extension is similar to what 

Dillard works towards in her prose. The transformative energy that is present in 

Whitman and Dillard carries through to Bishop, but in Bishop’s poetry there is a 

certain distance established. While Dillard and Whitman allow themselves to 

physically become the subjects they write about, Bishop stays just outside of her 

observations. This sense of separateness occurs in Bishop’s poem “The Fish,” 

despite her intimate and scrupulous attention to detail.  

In “The Fish” Bishop begins with a “tremendous” catch, but the poem is 

quick to set up a subtle tension between captor and captive. The word “caught” 

suggests a triumph, but the fish does not fight when hooked. Instead, “he hung a 

grunting weight, /battered and venerable/and homely” (41). Bishop’s progression 

through “The Fish” is subtle and full of texture. As the texture thickens the 
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transformation of the fish becomes apparent. This fish quickly morphs from an 

anesthetized creature suspended from a line, to a work of art:  

 

coarse white flesh 

packed in like feathers,  

the big bones and little bones,  

the dramatic reds and blacks  

of his shiny entrails,  

and the pink swim bladder 

like a big peony (42).  

 

However, the artistic transformation of the fish is perceived entirely through 

imagination, because the speaker does not physically cut the fish open. “The 

Fish” becomes a poem of scrutiny, as the speaker continues to observe. The fish 

then morphs from an imaginative art form to a battered warrior who has “a five-

haired beard of wisdom/trailing from his aching jaw,” and a beard made up of a 

“wire leader,” “five big hooks,” and a “green line, frayed at the end” (43). This fish 

survived many battles, and when Bishop writes “victory filled up/the little rented 

boat,” she expresses the victory of both the fish and the speaker. The speaker’s 

triumph is the epiphany she experiences, which leads to her immersion in the 

final movement when oil spreads “around the rusted engine/to the bailer rusted 

orange,/the sun cracked thwarts,/the oarlocks and their strings,” and with this 
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immersion comes epiphany as the speaker’s world turns “rainbow, rainbow, 

rainbow” (44). Despite this immersion, there is still a separation between speaker 

and fish. Bishop recedes from her subjects, because her poetry is about the act 

of observation as much as it is about what is observed. In direct contrast this 

notion, is the poet Mary Oliver who seeks to remove her presence entirely from 

her poetry, becoming one with the very world she examines.   

The first Mary Oliver poem I read was "Sleeping in the Forest," where the 

speaker takes part in the rise and fall of the earth. By the time the poem comes 

to a close the speaker has “vanished at least a dozen times/ into something 

better” (181). Oliver discusses “vanishing” in a 1990 interview where she tells 

Eleanor Swanson “I am trying in my poems to vanish and have the reader be the 

experiencer. I do not want to be there. It is not even a walk we take together” (6).  

I admire and appreciate her insistence that the reader not be hampered by her 

own conspicuous presence in her poetry. This “vanishing” occurs in Oliver’s 

poem “Aunt Leaf,” which contains other classic elements to Oliver: the ideas of 

death and rebirth echo certain theological undertones that are present in many of 

her poems. Mysticism and secrecy pervade the scene as the speaker talks to this 

creation in “a language only the two of us knew” (196). As in “Sleeping in the 

Forest” the speaker in this poem undergoes some physical transformations, 

becoming a fox, a snake, and even a fish, adding to the mysterious and ethereal 

tone. The movement of this creature is unearthly in the way she floats, slouches, 

and hangs. She is a “bone dream,” basic, elemental, and primitive. The speaker 
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is raising the dead, literally and figuratively, as the dead leaves merge together to 

form Aunt Leaf. The aunt embodies all the base elements of nature that the 

speaker wants to possess, but she is also a specter that rescues the speaker 

from the everyday world. Isolated from a world of human interaction, the speaker 

feels she has to find that companionship in nature, out of nature and so rises 

Aunt Leaf.  

In “When Death Comes” Oliver approaches death head on, “I want to step 

through the door full of curiosity, wondering:/what is it going to be like, that 

cottage of darkness?” (10). No fear appears in this poem, nor romantic notions of 

life. Oliver does not concentrate on just one aspect of life, but instead she 

successfully captures the delicate balance between the good and the bad. Life is 

evocative, but it is also ordinary at the same time, a contradiction that is often 

found in nature. As Oliver points out, “I think of each life as a flower, as common/ 

as a field daisy, and as singular” (10). Oliver also examines mythical undertones 

when she states, “When death comes/like the hungry bear in autumn; /when 

death comes and takes all the bright coins from his purse” (10). The use of bright 

coins alludes to the underworld and Charon, the boatman who carried the dead 

across the River Styx. Of course, in order to cross you had to pay. Also, the 

statement that “eternity is just another possibility” seems to speak to the idea of 

an afterlife. As the poem builds to its close, it becomes a meditation on what the 

speaker ultimately desires: “I don’t want to end up simply having visited this 

world” (10).   
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May Swenson follows in a similar vein as Bishop and Oliver, and like the 

two previous poets she relies heavily on the art of close and careful observations. 

Swenson allows humans to enter her poems slowly, methodically without 

disrupting the delicate poetic world she has constructed out of the natural world.  

“The Centaur” is a poem that explores the fusion of humans and nature, 

but also explores the highly imaginative mind of Swenson and her use of the 

fantastic in her poems. The young speaker in “The Centaur” looks for a way to 

leave the everyday world behind her just as the speaker in “Aunt Leaf” wanted 

desperately for her creation to come save her from her boring, wood-like family. 

“The Centaur” begins in the light conversational tone of a ten-year-old speaker 

who is relaying her summer activity of choosing a horse from her stable “which 

was a willow grove/down by the old canal” (13). The speaker then fashions her 

steed from a tree branch and takes off. This shaping and animating of nature 

through imagination is similar to what Oliver does with “Aunt Leaf,” except in 

Swenson’s poem this creation is even more tangible: “I had cut me a long limber 

horse/with a good thick knob for a head,/and peeled him slick and clean” (13). 

The speaker does not simply create something from nature; she becomes a part 

of that creation, a centaur sprung from a willow branch. Swenson’s impulse to 

fuse with nature is closer to Oliver than Bishop, because once again the distance 

that Bishop uses in her poetry is not present in Swenson’s work. With a 

quickness that matches the pace of a horse, Swenson’s young girl realizes, “My 

head and neck were mine, /yet they were shaped like a horse. / My hair flopped 
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to one side/like the mane of a horse in the wind” (13). The girl has become 

“horse and rider,” a mythical merging of two beings. However, this merging 

meets an obstacle with the entrance of the girl’s mother. With just a few quick 

words “Where have you been?” and “Go tie back your hair,” the centaur is 

quieted, but not silenced. The fabled creature is still present, foaming green at 

the mouth: “Rob Roy, he pulled some clover/ as we crossed the field.” Human 

intervention does take place in the shape of the mother, but she does not alter 

the mythical presence of nature. The fusion of the little girl and her steed, the 

centaur sprung from a willow branch, endures, and not even the tedious tasks of 

childhood can break its spirit.  

Both Swenson and Oliver explore a deep longing to become immersed in 

the very world they are observing, but in “The Centaur” Swenson takes that 

longing one step further by actually becoming this wild, unearthly animal that 

cannot be quieted by a mere scold. Bishop also shares the imaginative 

metamorphosis and complete immersion that Swenson and Oliver breathe into 

their poetry. However, in terms of poetic vision, Swenson and Oliver are closer 

together. Swenson and Oliver seek to vanish into their poetry, whereas Bishop 

chooses to stay distinctly present. These three poets all bring a deeper, 

transcendent experience to their subjects by breathing new life into tree 

branches, piles of leaves, and old, beaten fish. Bishop’s fish, Oliver’s aunt, and 

Swenson’s centaur are all resurrections of the human experience, captured in 

nature’s concrete objects.  
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PART II 
 

COLLECTION OF POEMS 
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One 
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Charon’s Love 
 
I am walking beneath ugly oaks 
that shed their leaves like flakes of dead skin.  
Impatient with their brittle clutter, I quickly move  
 
down alien streets without grace, through dense heat, 
the slow, stale smell of summer’s death.  
I am tempted to turn, run back to my haven,  
but there are different ghosts in those walls. 
 
I am a shade come to cross, complete 
with coin beneath tongue, but you knew that.  
You knew that when you put your mouth  
over mine and my payment  slipped through.  
 
The worldly boatman, piloting your ship 
over mountains, underneath an ocean, but I was fool 
enough to believe that you would come back 
for me. 
 
My punishment is not as painful as past 
wretches endured, no rocks to push or fruit  
to long for, no fiery wheel. No, 
I am condemned only to walk  
unfamiliar ground, my eyes constantly  
full, looking, but never finding, 
my way. 
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Nervures 
 
A delicate map sprawled across pale green, 
clutching the underbelly of an oak leaf,  
a maple, or a mayfly wing.  
Elegant lines have purpose, they hold 
light and water, that whisk through  
a fragile maze. 
 
I flip my wrists: transparent skin.  
Sun and rain cannot penetrate my  
veins. I am pale, starved,   
answers fail to sing in my blood. 
My map is uncertain.  
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Stationery Box 
 
Digging near the bottom, I find your letters  
written in the gray vacancy of winter, scrawled  
in barely legible script. The words are flimsy,  
easily torn, yet still prick with clever thorns.  
Lack of light dulled fresh black letters 
to grey, their sentiment fading with the ink. 
Clean pages pressed flat in anticipation, curl inward, 
yellow and barely breathing.  
 
I pull fragile lines out of scraps of soil 
searching for memory buried deep in decay. 
But all I find are empty hulls where your words broke out,  
gasped, and died, sinking back into paper folds.  
 
My hands plunge deep tearing up brittle, paper roots. 
Just before my fingers graze bottom, I find a note  
still intact. Tracing a familiar scene  
of purple mountains and red wildflowers, I flip to  see  
elusive memory, staring up from the shiny underside. 
 
The characters are slightly smudged but stand  
sharp against white space, just below the stamp.  
The day these words arrived I stood squinting 
against the sun glinting off my metal post box, pulled 
shiny flowers and mountains free. Now your flowers are wilting 
red to pink and the longer I hold this card, the faster it 
falls apart, until I am left with colored scraps in a quiet 
pile at my feet.  
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Rapunzel After the Tower 
 
After Louise “ Glück’s Gretel in Darkness” 
 
 
The light from your torch woke me, casting shadows  
off my prison walls. I had been dreaming of my mother,  
the woman who sold me into slavery 
for a few heads of lettuce.  
Then I heard you call my name. 
 
You buried your fingers in my thick braid, clamped my flaxen 
rope between your thighs and pulled yourself up. 
I believed your well-spun plot. I was tired  
of that bent crippled hag leering from the corner of her eye, 
caressing my hair as if it were her own.  
But in her rage she stripped me,  
cast me out into the wilderness, naked and alone.  
I wandered for months before I found you lying 
half-dead beneath a tree. I was thin and sheared, you were 
beaten, blind. And yes,  
my tears restored your sight.  
 
But you loved my golden prison, remembered  
the thick weight, assured me it would grow back but nothing I touch  
grows, neither the flowers in my garden 
or the lettuce in my patch, 
even my womb  
is barren, our talk of  children fading 
fast as the warmth in your hands.  
 
This evening I sit in my room, a tower  
above the garden, my fingers stroke  
my exposed nape as I look down from my high window  
for, the light of your torch.  
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Stargazer 
 
I have gazed into night, 
wandered across her vastness, 
communed with spirits she has harnessed in stars. 
I do not fear Orion’s arrows. Great Bear’s 
claws do not menace, and as much as I strain  
I cannot hear Lyre’s notes. They are merely stories,  
legends hurled from the heavens.  
Do not pray. Do not send offerings up to the night. 
Fish and flying horses have nothing to give.  
Their light cannot be captured in jars, I have tried.  
They will fade, vanish  
when brighter light breaks.  
And I will have to shield my eyes,  
and turn away. 
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Vigil 
 
“And I pray not for myself alone…” Anna Akhmatova 
 
A closer look, no, it is not the moon, 
a crescent of candles lit against the dark, 
earthbound, grounded among trees and tall buildings. 
Shining heads, red, brown, and black, bowed, silent. 
Shadows stand within the light, clustered together, 
cast off, like quick breaths that rise toward the sky. 
Wax hardens, light shudders but does not go out. 
 
Where do the prayers go? Do they linger?  
Creep back inside, murmuring  
just beneath heartbeats? Embark on  
long journeys across salt water fields,  
resting in chimneys and children’s shoes. 
 
Hurry, whisper them while you can,  
the wind is preparing to sound.  
Faces lift, eyes open, shadows move 
slightly to the right. A small gust  
they’re gone, taking the light with them. 
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Song 
 
Song rose soaring from branches, scrawling 
a message across the fading blue, 
in quivering black.  
 
These songs have no direction, they rest  
in oak trees and church spires.  
They have roosted all over the world, 
gathering relics as they go:  
picked at the ash, discovered  
shreds of a child’s hair ribbon, and wove it in. 
 
They have foraged through burial grounds and battlefields,  
offering feathers and eggshells for the unknown,  
telling of bodies gathered, graves  
dug, and flowers lain to rest.  
 
But on this night, they have come to this tree to doze,  
to dream of stars and tides, of song.  
And if I pause, right beneath this singing oak,   
I hear their faint chorus, you shall remember.  
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Wake 
 
“After great pain, a formal feeling comes”—Emily Dickinson 
 
The air smells of decay; crisp leaves  
crack and fall with every breath. 
A flock of crows peck at the remains  
of sandwiches scattered on abandoned platters.  
They flew in from all corners  
to eat, drink, share a few sympathetic words.   
The worse kind of scavenger  
swoop in, go right for your heart.  
 
I saw them earlier, hovering around her grave,  
preening their feathers, 
talons clicking off headstones.  
Now they are here, at her childhood home,  
dipping their beaks into her 
pond, pulling at the petals of her lilies, 
eyes clear in the in fading light. Quietly 
they spread their wings in final offering,  
take flight into shadow.  
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Wigs 
 
Four severed heads sit in my grandmother’s  
guest bedroom. Rough orange wallpaper flakes the edges 
of lace curtains and Andrew Wythe’s Christina hangs  
above the bed. When I was small, I wondered 
over this painting. Who was waiting in the clapboard  
farmhouse just over Christina’s pale shoulder, and I was afraid 
one day she would enter and never return.  
 
Across from the painting, slightly to the right 
sit the heads, clean and vacant. 
They are here for my aunt, each head carefully  
adorned with a shiny crop of white synthetic hair.  
She never wore the wigs, not one, and long after  
she had gone underground, I went  
into her room and ran my fingers through fine, plastic 
locks, but I could  not feel, only hear the whisper  
of strands against my palms. 
 
This is the room I slept in, dreamt in, every year for 
summers on end, and I woke from my nightmares, damp  
eyed but alive. There were no heads with shiny 
white caps to greet me, just orange paper, lace  
curtains, and a dark haired girl sitting above my bed.  
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Gift 
for Emma Pearl 
 
You arrive on my grandmother’s last breath. 
She woke suddenly, tightness creeping 
through her chest. From a bed of quilted  
down to paper sheets, she lies still, drowning  
in her own body.  
 
I sit with you outside her door,  
trace idle circles over the taut 
skin of my belly, anxious to touch 
you, but you are restless, pushing against 
my fleshly walls, perhaps you sense 
her passing. You only rest when I speak of her  
red hair, her chocolate pies,  
her garden, buried deep under snow. 
 
She left quietly, crept through a  
window or maybe snuck out  
in the creases of someone’s shirt. 
I thought I felt a slight brush,  
a kiss of air across my abdomen,  
then nothing but your persistent pushing. 
 
I’m  trying  to dig in my grandmother’s garden, but the winter 
ground is frozen. My woolen gloves are wearing to 
chapped hands. Blisters form, break, begin to bleed. 
Finally, the earth gives.  
There you are, my child, 
warm, damp, and red haired.  
 
You come as quickly as she left, breaking  
through wise eyed and soft. 
You are her gift, a quiet prayer 
whispered in the fading hours.  
Holding you, I murmur her name,  
but only silence follows. 
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Two 
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The Self 
 
Buried deep in a tangled nest, lounging  
in weathered armor, among the leaves, 
it breathes.  
 
Fields with tulips and hyacinth, 
dogwood and wild roses barely  
budding, green tipped, waiting  
to blossom. 
 
Mud delights, seeps 
through branches and bark, 
smearing a thin mask.  
 
Charmer, flies with bees, chirps 
with frogs, and creeps with  
salamanders, deep into its  
own forest.  
 
It settles on a perch of peonies 
and plums, humming a child’s nursery rhyme, 
 
Mary, Mary, quite contrary, 
How does your garden grow? 
With silver bells and cockleshells, 
And pretty maids all in a row 
 
tucking itself back under leaves and skin.  
 
Silent, it sleeps in dark  
dirt. Shallow breathing,  
gasping, for something 
just out of reach. 
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Brass Bed 
 
I fall to sleep encased in cotton and brass,  
letting darkness seep past my eyes, 
exhaling day. As I stumble into an  
 
orchard of dark red trees.  
Back bent, brittle strands of hair brush 
my mouth. My hands are knarled, encrusted  
with jagged nails, feet crunch through  
parched shards of grass and rotting leaves, 
earth’s remains slip between my toes as I round 
a corner to see 
 
a child asleep beneath a tree that is weeping 
scarlet leaves, cloaking her in a thin blanket.  
She sleeps a child’s slumber, open mouth and clenched  
fists. A quick gust and the remaining leaves drop 
like paper rain, the child opens her eyes and I  
 
wake, stretch my fingers, noticing my nails  
worn, chipped from pulling weeds 
beneath willow trees. I rise, hearing 
the rustling of the red cover fall. 
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Distances Traveled in Winter 
 
I.  
 
Tonight, I speak over a wire  
stretched taut and clean between miles of endless words.  
My voice is hollow over the line, gray, resigned as the fields  
of battered cornstalks I pass each day.  
 
I recall a dream I had while huddled  
in a strange bed, lights chasing away the night.  
 
I wandered across a dark, open plain. 
Shadowy figures slipped behind thin 
trees, and when I spoke my words 
came out in French. I thought I saw you,  
sitting by a far off light, 
you were covered in snow.  
I called for you, but a shadow grasped my hand 
and the light went out.  
 
I stand near a window watching  
wind bend trees across the sky. No snow, but lingering 
shadows fall through transparent tree limbs.  
I know that only I would dream  
a language I cannot understand.  
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II.  
 
Slipping through night in a plane, I always crane my head  
toward familiar ground. I feel clouds should appear familiar,  
each wisp distinct, but they just blend  
into shadows filling the dark sky.   
I used to dream on planes, patchwork landscapes, miniature 
forests and towns, the feeling of gazing into a world I could not touch. 
Yet, with the plane my mind always dropped to the earth, spiraling 
away from the postage stamp farms and their tiny collections of cattle. 
Instead it fell to slick pavement and glass towers, patches of ice and snow, 
and busy cars snaking their way through the black hills. 
 
I press my cheek to the window, watch  
colored lights expand to one glowing mass.  
But, in the final moments  
I fall back  
away from the light.  
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III.  
 
This is winter, breath freezing in mid air, heart freezing mid beat.   
Thoughts become shades coated in ice, buried deep beneath  
hardened layers of soil. I feel breathing beneath my feet  
but I will leave these frozen memories lying in dead 
flower beds and barren patches of grass.  
No one will come this time to resurrect the past,  
when the thaw arrives and my field of snow runs to mud. 
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Muse 
 
Little figure hovering above my head, 
your featureless face tilted away from my  
motionless hand.  
 
Nestled in the crook of your arms, a book 
full of feathers warming words 
like fresh eggs.  
 
Delicate wire wings push from behind 
your proud breast thrust forward. Small fists clench,  
chin rises searching skies, pulling prayers  
 
from stars to place in your, my, book. 
I look to you. Blank, waiting, waiting 
for me to take my pen and carve your face.  
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The Gardener 
 
At this moment I’m not sure what words lie beneath my feet,  
stiff blades of grass that break through sharp and new, 
small cuttings I carry secure inside my pockets where remnants  
take root and begin to sing, a faint whisper that moves up  
the back of my throat.  
 
Faster their songs come, pulsing at my fingertips 
they twist wild lyrics tightly around my limbs, crowd 
my veins with their visions. I stare hard at blank paper,  
colorful spots bloom, trying spread their petals across the page. 
 
I scrawl words, my pen strokes are long, fluid  
vines that wind endlessly into one another. I reach to 
my pocket searching for a line, a scrap, but my fingers touch 
soil, grainy and dank, leaving dark prints on the page.  
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Seed 
 
Giant bell shaped corpses hanging heavily 
from the trees. Some shriveled and black 
some green and slick, dipping down  
limbs bending beneath the weight.  
 
Your mother is trying to shed 
your tiresome weight, bending low to 
drop you down to the ground, where 
birds will crack your shells, pull out your 
bones and crunch through the casings. 
 
They take you in, incubate your souls 
then cast you out. Reborn among the tall 
grasses, in cracks of concrete, tossed 
tramped down to finally sleep deep 
in the ground.  
 
You will lie beneath muck 
and loam, feel neither suns scorching rays 
or winters ice, no you lie dormant sucking 
dirt like air. Until you emerge, fragile  
covered in earth’s afterbirth, gasping for light. 
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It is This Way with Women 
 response to CK Williams  
 
If you kneel to the earth, lay an ear 
to her breast and you will hear them wailing. 
Wrenched from mud they emerge sliced  
from the other half, snapped  
at the knees, 
desperate to breathe air  
that vibrates with their screams. 
Long stalks rise towards the light,  
only to be cut down by man’s hand,  
hung upside down, roots exposed, 
thin locks caked in mother’s remains.  
Buried before they are born 
they are dead leaves,  
they are broken stems,  
they are silence.  
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Messenger 
 
Smeared on a magazine cover she is as shocking  
as a crocus in January. Hidden behind the long drape 
of her arm: the survivor of her pair.  
Displayed: the jagged plane of skin that’s been stretched 
and stitched, it speaks to those readers in doubt, but her eyes  
 hold the answers. Children will hug their mothers, 
they say that men will still make love to their wives.  
She draws us close, by mutilating the view.  
She is the woman, the women, this world expelled,  
come to sing her dark sorrow and her joy. 
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Three 
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Crossing Ompompanoosuc 
 
This is not unfamiliar land, the roads  
are constant and unwavering in their directness, 
twisting around my body in a tight embrace. 
Landscapes like photographs: giant spools of hay, 
Holsteins lounging, tiny stores spilling over with 
chicken, maple syrup, and tobacco.  
Round red barns, covered bridges, and John Deere. 
Road signs bear old familiar names: White River Junction, 
St. Johnsbury, and Rutland.  
You have entered the North Country. Quiet 
towns full of people who still rise 
with the sun to milk and make hay. 
Farming is their way to live, generations  
of manure and tradition laid on thick. 
Yet, something disturbing settles  
in the streets of St. Jay snags in the eyes of 
farmers: The North Country is dying. 
Empty storefronts litter Main Streets from 
Barnet to Lyndonville. For Rent or For Sale, 
faded by the sun. 
Cows to slaughter, tractors to auction. 
Homes gone too, a flood of evergreen  
and pine, a National Forest is what Washington  
sees here. A gradual dissolve of farming, family,  
life, wilderness. 
 
I think of all this crossing Ompompanoosuc. 
My friend, the river, will remain after there 
are no more people to cross its waters and laugh 
at its name. When I passed a roadside stand today,  
a sun kissed girl, was selling mums and apples. 
Our eyes met for a second just outside of Thetford 
I pulled into a gas station, turned around.  
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Ode to the Old Man of the Mountain, Franconia Notch May 3, 2003 

  
"Men hang out their signs indicative of their respective trades; shoemakers hang 
out a gigantic shoe; jewelers a monster watch, and the dentist hangs out a gold 
tooth; but in the mountains of New Hampshire, God Almighty has hung out a sign 
to show that there He makes men."  
~Daniel Webster 
 
 
Traveling along I-93 through Franconia Notch, I glimpse your face  
hovering high above profile lake. Known to the early natives as a god,  
you sprung from a mountain’s womb, full featured and fierce, 
your great stone face gazing east over vast and lonely wilderness. 
 
But wilderness faded, people came, thousands of bodies  
eager to pay homage to wildness. Peering into your hollow eyes,  
they saw only themselves raw and distorted in smooth, black granite.  
They consumed your legend, your stoic expression, snapped your  
picture, sketched your profile, framed it, and sold you for ten dollars  
at the local country store. Your face plastered on license plates, quarters,  
key chains, you even marked the state motto: Live free or die.  
 
Did those words echo through your ears of stone? When your cheeks began to 
crack, your mouth began to cave, did you hear whistling down the mountain? 
Franconia’s relic, a pile of rocks, empty crevices and jagged curves collapsed 
heavily under the weight of a thousand piercing eyes.  
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January 
 
My mother believes she can resurrect  
the dead, believes she can pull them up from  
beneath thick beds of snow and breathe life 
into corpses with her words. Hours spent 
speaking of time and how it has been lost. 
 
She wanders out among deep drifts of white 
ghosts, dipping her fingers into their transparent 
limbs, caressing their wet remains. Her hands try 
to hold, but they slip through, running between  
her fingers, sinking deep beneath her feet. 
 
Indoors my mother leans, hip half cocked,  
against our kitchen counter leaking tears,  
her own brand of holy water. Various  
voices murmur from all sides, but she does  
not hear them, just slow, steady quiet 
falling in the thick flakes outside her window.  
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For My Father 
 
Your eyes mirror mine:  
it’s difficult to look beyond.  
You have lived so many lives,  
I have only glimpsed you  
scattered like scrapbook photos  
on empty pages.  
 
Pictures paint a craftsman slaving under sun’s rays.  
Each mapped out on graph paper,  
numbers and figures fill the page. 
You dabbled with architecture 
 made your homes a hobby,  
completing them and casting them off. 
A barn emerges, a gift from father to daughter. 
Countless structures from swing sets and tree houses, 
secret clubhouses and living rooms,  
patios and a three car garage.  
 
Further back, photos find you in your youth. 
The eldest of seven, no chance to speak  
Your father thrown from the house  
little boy, your father is not hiding in the barn,  
sleeping in the fields, or sitting by the fire.  
Father, you are alone.  
 
Age twelve your mother sends 
you away. Far from home, on a farm,  
sticking thin, pristine needles full of strychnine into smooth mink.  
You push hard. Hands callous, rough full of bumps, 
your mind strains against your eyes.  
 
Snapshots, my past, present, future 
all in the pale blue mirror that gazes out from your  face.  
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The Pond 
 
We stood by a pond that winter day, 
And the sun was white, as though chidden of God, 
And a few leaves lay on the starving sod;  
They had fallen from an ash, and were gray. 
  -Thomas Hardy  
 
I. 
 
The pond’s muddy water melds with dusk  
so easily they could be twins, separated  
only by daybreak. We sit beneath one large  
limbed oak close to the water listening for lone fish  
splash in the distance. It is the time of night where mosquitoes  
and black flies have yet to creep  
behind your ears and bite 
leaving blood behind.  
 
Watching you walk to us is difficult  
in the dark but pieces of light catch  
in your eyes, glint in the rings on your fingers 
a hundred small beacons guiding you  
toward the water.  
 
You hover around the edge of a pond 
that does not allow us to look beyond  
three generations of women murmuring  
nonsense to the deep water. We listen and hear 
cows shift in the tall grass, but are deaf 
to one another, our conversation as heavy as our silence.  
 
I rise and walk to the edge, try to reach 
for your hand, but in the dark I cannot touch 
your thinning hair or the deep creases in your face. 
I hear only the remnants of your voice, flying 
from their mouths to my ear. They sit quiet and still 
beneath the trees, silently stare out into black,  
listening to our words fall.  
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II. 
 
Taking a turn around the familiar edges of the pond,  
we cannot see the bottom. Sand and muck   
sucking up our footsteps with deep breaths.  
You and I have walked to the far edge, 
avoiding the whispering crowd that has gathered  
beneath the oak trees, in dark formal wear  
they share silent condolences that do not reach their eyes.   
 
This afternoon, we sat together, side by side 
threading cheap handkerchiefs through our fingers.  
I wanted to speak to you, move you away from  
sermons of God and lambs, far from the growing 
pile of dirt right behind our row of chairs.  
  
During the drive back your eyes traveled over familiar 
scenes the florist, the pizza place, the tiny wooden cabins 
that tourists rent for the summer.  
Sister, you have not spoken for days.  
You see her in every tree, every flower,  
every blade of grass, and they are marked  
by a loss you will never completely forgive.  
 
You walk closer to the edge, search 
for tadpoles with a small plastic cup  
push it slowly through the water, 
its round mouth gaping towards a black speck.  
You stare hard at your catch, drop your finger  
to the cup, but your slick swimmer is elusive.  
Carry him back to the water, eyes try to follow,  
but he is gone, leaving you  
standing at the edge.  
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III. 
 
I don’t recognize this woman standing here at my grandmother’s 
window. She is wearing my mother’s rings, bright 
blue lapis lazuli set in gold, diamonds that dull in the  
suns shadow. She has my mother’s hair and her 
eyes widen blue when she cries. This woman 
ages even as we stand, the light is not kind, it reveals 
a loss that has sucked the life from her skin.  
 
I follow her eyes out, through the glass, linger 
at the edge of the water. Try to decipher 
her mutters about lilies or whispers on peonies ruffled forms.  
She laughs, a forced shout, as an osprey  
dives into the murky water, emerges 
triumphant with a trout, pierced through the belly.  
 
We walk out through thick grass and mud, our footprints 
leaving deep scars in the sod.  With every step she hesitates, 
pauses to study the deep imprints of her feet, trying to trace 
a path back to the house, the shed, the porch, anything familiar. 
Approaching a slight bend around the ponds rim, flanked by tiger  
lilies and lupine, she stumbles. I reach out to steady her,  
grasp her hand, her fingers wrap around mine, but her eyes, 
her eyes remain still.  
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Snail Shell 
 
The world is a mist. And then the world is 
minute and vast and clear. ~Elizabeth Bishop “Sandpiper” 
 
Eyes sifting through endless scatterings of shells, 
stones, and beach glass, it has been two years 
since we walked this shore.  
Sandpiper’s and sanderlings our restless 
guides across a wet gray plain, 
back and forth, they gather at the edge  
like living lace, ruffled and indignant they flee 
the water’s reach. 
 
We are fading versions of our younger  
selves, specters wandering the beach in 
vain, hunch low to paw through  
thick shell beds.  
Often you prefer the deep azure blue of open 
oysters, but now, you are looking for perfection, 
concise, concentric circles that spiral 
into one another, a pinwheel of the sea.  
 
You discovered one, almost whole, nestled inside 
a clam, and dug it out, marveled in its neat  
design. You cradled it against your chest 
as if the order you found in that small shell  
could quiet your anxious mind.  
 
Poor bird, he is obsessed! 
Much like Bishop’s sandpiper  
you gaze, intent on finding a mate, 
until you spot a slight spiral poking its clean 
shiny surface out of the sand. 
Eagerly you lean down but it is broken 
by the sea, so you toss it back  
to her and walk on.  
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Forsythia 
 
This summer, my father buried 
my bay pony beneath the forsythia.  
Earlier that fall, she lost her love: 
our old black gelding laid down one frigid 
morning, stretched his nose toward the sun  
and died, soon to be hauled out back to 
clusters of yellow blooms.  
 
I imagine their carcasses meeting 
beneath my feet, their flanks brushing, quiet 
whispers when coarse hair meets coarse hair. 
Black manes and tails, streaked with white twining 
together like thick roots. I wonder if they will see 
our labrador, her coat the color of olives,  
or my first cat, an ornery long hair whose idea of fun was to dig 
claws into human hands.  
 
A burial ground lives below my mother’s  
favorite spring shrub, a collection of rotti ng 
hides and brittle bones feeding the lilies above. 
Our black gelding used to stretch his neck,  
bowed over the plank board fence and nip  
tender buds of forsythia,  
chewing thoughtfully on the fresh green shoots. 




